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Kognitív idegtudomány

Introduction to neurosciences for MAs.

Látás 3.

V1

Mirıl NEM beszéltünk? What is a visual area?

Primary visual cortex

� (Broadman’s area 17, or striate cortex).

� Located on ocipital lobe of brain.  

� Total area about the size of your palm, about 1/2 of 
region is devoted to fovea and parafoveal inputs. 

� Receptive fields: spots, lines, moving lines.

Area localisation Human V1: 

quantitative cytoarchitectonic
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V1 V2V1 V2

Area localisation Human V1 and V2 V1

� Like most cortical areas, primary visual 
cortex consists of six layers.

� It also contains a prominent stripe of 
white matter in its layer 4 - the stripe of 
Gennari - consisting of the myelinated 
axons of the lateral geniculate nucleus 
neurons. 

� For this reason, the primary visual cortex is 
also referred to as the striate cortex.

2- Deoxyglucose 

mapping of V1

Tootel et al., 1982 

V1 - retinotopia
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How to make retinotopic mapping ?

Engel et al, Nature (1994) Brewer, Wandell, & Logothetis
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Ocular dominance

Model of a hypercolumn showing two ocular dominance 

columns (one for each eye), many orientation columns, and 

the locations of the CO blobs
Magnocellular input to IVCαααα

Parvocellular inputs to IVCββββ Koniocellular input to II and III
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Orientation selectivity

See movies…

David Hubel és Throsten Wiesel

A jégkocka modell

•Kolumnák

•Hiperkolumnák

A V1-beli reprezentáció

Polimeni et al., (2010). Laminar analysis of 7 T BOLD using an imposed spatial 

activation pattern in human V1. Neuroimage, 52, 1334-1346.

fMRI mapping of the LGN and V1 activation from subject 2 during the left–right hemifield 

visual stimulations from a different experimental session and the axial image orientation.

Chen W et al. PNAS 1999;96:2430-2434

©1999 by National Academy of Science
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-respond best to elongated bars or edges.
-are orientation selective.
-can be monocular or binocular.
-have separate ON and OFF subregions.
-perform length summation (they have 

bigger responses with increasing bar length up 
to some limit, at which point the 
response reaches a plateau). 

Two flavors of simple cells: (a) an edge 

detector and (b) a stripe detector

-orientation selective.
-spatially homogeneous receptive 
fields (no separate ON/OFF 
subregions).
-nearly all binocular.

-perform length summation

End-stopping

Receptive Fields in Striate Cortex

� End stopping: Some cells prefer bars of light of a 
certain length
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Tilt aftereffect: Perceptual illusion of tilt, provided by adapting to a pattern of a given 
orientation

Supports the idea that the human visual system contains individual neurons 
selective for different orientations

Selective adaptation for spatial frequency: Evidence that human visual system contains 
neurons selective for spatial frequency

The psychologist’s electrode: How selective adaptation may alter neural responses and 

perception (Part 1)

Selective Adaptation

� Adaptation experiments provide strong evidence that 
orientation and spatial frequency are coded 
separately by neurons in the human visual system

� Cats and monkeys: Neurons in striate cortex, not in retina 
or LGN

� Humans operate the same way as cats and monkeys with 
respect to selective adaptation
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� (a) Shows selective adaptation to a frequency of 7 
cycles/degree. There is a dip in the contrast sensitivity 
function at that spatial frequency

� (b) Shows how the threshold changed at the adapted 
frequency

� (c) Shows where the contrast sensitivity function 
comes from

McCollough effect

NON-classical RF

Colin Blakemore

NonCRF elméletek 1. Lateralis kapcsolatok
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NonCRF elméletek 2. Feed-back

Attention and V1

Oconnor et al, 2002 Nature Neurosci.

Red- attending to stimuli (black –control)
Green –easy central task Black: heavy central task. 

Attention and V1

Gandhi, Heeger, & Boynton, PNAS (1999)


